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So all, Llifton, it inval/ conce77t: 
Be it known that I, CARL AUGUST HANS 

HARTING, manager, a subject of the Duke of 
Brunswick, residing at Brunswick, Duchy of 
Brunswick, Germany, have invented certain 
new and useful improvements in Lenses, of 
which the following is a specification. 
This invention has for its object a lens sys 

tem corrected symmetrically and also achro 
matically, spherically, and a stigmatically for 
wide apertures. 

If in an objective formed of similar pairs 
of lenses the kinds of glass are graded in such 
a way that they also possess, in combination 
with a large index of refraction, great color 
dispersion, it may, as is well known, be cor 
itected spherically for any desired size of aper 
ture, but not a Stigmatically. If, on the other 
hand, such an objective be formed of kinds 
of glass with the larger indices of refraction 
having a smallel color dispersion, a consider 
able improvement results, as is well known, 
in the position of the astigmatic picture-sur 
faces, but not sufficient spherical correction 
for even medium apertures. The present in 
vention affords, however, for large apertures 
a complete spherical correction both on and 
outside the axis, and, further, removes astig 
matism and curvature in the field of vision. 
The arrangement is as follows: Between 

two symmetrically-arranged systems of either 
one or other kind herein before mentioned a 
third system is symmetrically arranged rela 
tively to the two outer ones and which may 
consist of one lens. Whether this system is 
required to be converging or diverging, the 
whole system may be spherically corrected. 
In order, however, to remove theastigmatism 
and curvature of the field of vision left by 
the outer systeins-that is to say, to correct 
the objective into an astigmatic lens-the 
kinds of glass to be used are chosen in the fol 
lowing manner: The two outer lens systems 
consist, as already mentioned, at least of two 
lenses, crown and flint glass, and the crown 
glass must have in both systems either a 
larger or a smaller index of refraction than 
the respective flint-glass. The third system, 
inserted between the two, must, however, be 
so selected that the kinds of glass of which it 
is composed will correspond in a given man 

ner to the kinds of glass of the Outer sys 
tems which stand opposite to its faces, and, in 
fact, one glass with a large index of refrac 
tion and a small color dispersion must face a 
similar one the index of refraction of which 
is smaller or approximately as great as that 
of the other, while its color dispersion is 
greater. 
sequence of the removal of the faults resulti 
ing from spherical abberration, to obtain first 
in the center of the picture an extraordinary 
sharpness, the cause of which is in the reduc 
tion or removal of the intermediate spherical 
defects. As, however, the spherical aberra 
tion of the oblique group of rays is at the 
same time almost completely removed and as 
it is possible to produce an astigmatic level 
ing over the whole field of vision, which, for 
instance, amounts to about fifty degrees for a 
relative opening of a 1:4.5, it follows that the 
optical picture with a sufficient expansion 
has an extraordinary sharpness even outside 
the optical axis. As the whole system is 
symmetrically arranged in itself, the distor 
tion is removed, so that it is practically un 
noticeable, so that the picture that is formed 
is almost perfectly true. As an exatmple a 
case which is typical for the object of the ap 
plication will be explained. 
The accompanying drawing shows the ob 

jective. 
The outer systems may be formed each of 

two lenses C and b, of which the two lenses C. 
are made of flint-glass and the two lenses b 
of crown-glass of higher refractive index and 
smaller light dispersion. The symmetrically 
arranged central lens c must then be made of 
crown-glass, the index of refraction of which 
is lower or only equally as large and its color 
dispersion larger than that of the crown-glass 
of the lenses ). If the four different radii of 
curvature of the lenses corresponding to the 
object sought after are indicated in the draw 
ing by ' ' ' ' and the thicknesses of the 
lenses by d'd did, a calculation yields the fol 
lowing equivalents: 'equals -- 4.0, equals 
-(-25.76, equals -5S3.8, 7' equals -44.76, 
d" equals -- 1.6, ?i equals --3, 6, d equals 
--8.1, d' equals --1.6. The equivalents of 
the kinds of glass are here assumed to be the 
following: For C, and c, q equals 1.5638, n.' 
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equals 1.5811; for a and b, nP equals 1.6080, 
in equals 1.6217. The size of the aperture, 
which maybe indicated for this objective with 
a focal length of one hundred, amounts to 
twenty-five; the diameter of the utilizable pic 
ture, eighty. The blind or shuttere is placed 
directly behind the central lens. 

I declare that what I claim is 
A compound objective lens comprising two 

groups of lenses, the outer lens of each of the 
groups constructed of flint-glass and the in 
ner lens of crown-glass, the latter being of a 
higher refractory index and smaller color dis 
persion than the former, and a crown-glass 

lens interposed between the said groups of 
lenses and forming with the crown-glass 
lenses of the group facing it, pairs of glasses, 
with the index of refraction of the middle 
lens not larger, but the color dispersion there 
of larger than that of, the crown-glass lenses 
facing it. 

In testimony whereof I have here unto set 
my hand in presence of two subscribing wit 
eSSeS. 

CARL AUGUST HANS HARTING, 
Witnesses: 

JULIEN SACKEL, 
W. LEHRKE. 

  


